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Abstract 
 

This paper presents a method for domain adaptation (incorporating out-of-domain data) through 
phrase generalization (learning/using phrase templates) in order to improve the Italian-English 
translation quality on the BTEC travel task.  The process of phrase generalization is described, and 
its inclusion in the system resulted in noticeable, but only minor improvements because of 
alignment problems and noisy lexicon issues.  Several enhancements to the process are proposed, 
which are expected to result in more significant gains. 

 

1. Introduction 
We describe a method for adapting large amounts 
of out-of-domain data in order to improve the 
translation quality for a domain with sparse 
training data.  In our experiment, we used 
standard software to learn statistical translation 
models and generate a phrase table for the Italian-
to-English BTEC travel task.  We augmented this 
table with phrases adapted from a phrase table 
trained on the large out-of-domain Europarl 
corpus (1).  This research project aims to improve 
the English translation of the Italian travel task as 
measured by the BLEU score and Position 
Independent Error Rate (PER) through phrase 
generalization and adaptation.  We first learned 
general phrase templates from the Europarl corpus 
that could potentially cover phrases in the BTEC 
test set.  These templates were filled with words to 
generate new entries for the BTEC-trained phrase 

table in order to increase the BTEC phrase table’s 
coverage of the BTEC test data.  Note that when 
we use the term phrase in this paper we mean any 
sequence of words, not necessarily one from any 
linguistic theory.  We describe other research that 
has been done in translation model adaptation in 
section 2, the data sets we worked with in section 
3, our translation system in section 4, our 
approach to domain adaptation in section 5, our 
experiment and results in section 6, and a 
discussion and conclusions in sections 7 and 8. 

2. Background 
Because many useful applications of machine 
translation lie in domains with sparse training 
data, there has been increased interest in 
incorporating data from domains with sufficient 
data in order to improve translation quality for 
sparse-data domains.  Several approaches have 
been taken such as using two phrase tables jointly 



with a data source indicator feature added to the 
log-linear combination, which has shown good 
results (2).  Unfortunately, this approach does not 
enable the generation of new phrases, leaving 
many phrases in the sparse-data domain still 
uncovered.  Others have reduced the external 
training data to include only those sentences 
which are most similar to the test data in order to 
improve the training data’s match in domain, 
topic, and style (3).  Adaptations have been made 
at other levels such as on the alignment model 
where word alignments learned from a large out-
of-domain corpus are used to align general (non-
domain specific) words for a small-scale domain 
(4). There has also been increased interest in 
including more linguistic knowledge in statistical 
machine translation systems such the Hierarchical 
Phrase-Based translation system, which merges 
ideas from syntax-based translation and phrase-
based translation by making the simple 
assumption that phrases are hierarchically 
structured (phrases contain subphrases)  (5).  This 
system automatically learns syntactic rules from 
an un-annotated parallel text and uses a modified 
CKY parser during decoding to incorporate these 
rules in an otherwise typical phrase-based 
translation system.  Our work similarly makes the 
assumption that many phrases follow a common 
surface pattern and we attempted to find these 
common patterns to generate phrase templates.  
By learning these phrase templates from the large, 
formal Europarl domain and using them to 
generate phrases for the colloquial BTEC domain, 
we adapt out of domain information. 

3. Data 
We used two Italian-English data sources: the 
BTEC (Basic Travel Expression Corpus) training 
corpus and the Europarl corpus of parliamentary 
proceedings.  All available BTEC data was used 
for training, but the Europarl data was 
significantly larger.  Data sizes are shown in 
Table 1.  The BTEC travel task consisted of 
transcriptions from colloquial conversations 

frequently encountered during travel whereas the 
Europarl data was in the style of written text, 
being transcriptions from the European 
parliamentary proceedings.  For development we 
used the Italian development set 4 from IWSLT 
2006.  In order to generate filled phrase templates, 
we also used two lexicons, one from an online 
dictionary (www.wordreference.com), the other 
extracted from the word-aligned Europarl data. 

 BTEC Europarl 
# sentence pairs 26,467 625,320 
Average # 
words 

160K 17M 

Table 1: Sizes of the Italian datasets 

4. Translation System 
Our machine translation system was configured 
exactly as the one described in (2).  For decoding 
we used the Pharaoh beam-search decoder 
described in (6). 

5. Approach 

5.1 Preparations 
Initially, we generated four phrase tables that were 
trained using the Pharaoh system on the Europarl 
corpus with varying parameters.  The Europarl 
task was then translated using these phrase tables 
and the table that resulted in the translation with 
the highest BLEU score and lowest PER 
combined was selected for phrase template 
extraction.  The trained table’s scores for the 
Europarl and BTEC development sets are shown 
in Table 2.  We found other parameters that 
optimized the Europarl trained phrase table for the 
BTEC task, but decided that the more realistic 
application would use the phrase table optimized 
for the Europarl task. 

 Bleu Per 
Europarl 
dev.it-en.txt 

35.66 41.8 

BTEC 
devset4_it.txt 

16.17 53 



Table 2: BLEU (%) and PER scores for Europarl 
optimized phrase table on the original Europarl 
development and the BTEC development set 

Using a previously generated phrase model 
trained on the BTEC training data, we scanned 
through the BTEC development set 4 and 
computed a list of phrases which this BTEC 
phrase table did not cover. 

5.2 Similar Phrase Extraction 
For each of the uncovered test phrases , we 
scanned through the Europarl phrase table to find 
the fifteen most similar phrases  
using a string kernel to measure similarity as 
described in (7).  The corresponding translations 
were also extracted from the Europarl phrase 
table. 

String kernels are an inner product in the feature 
space generated by all subsequences of length k.  
String subsequence kernels, in which two 
documents are more similar the more 
subsequences they share, are an efficient 
alternative to explicitly calculating feature vectors 
of texts to measure similarity.  One of the key 
benefits of the string subsequence kernel are that 
the substrings used to measure similarity do not 
need to be contiguous (hence the name 
subsequence), but are merely weighted differently 
based on contiguity.  Each subsequence of words 
is weighted by an exponentially decaying factor  
of its full length in the string, thereby favoring 
subsequences that are close to contiguous.  This 
means that two strings with many shared 
subsequences that are largely contiguous will be 
more similar than another string where its shared 
subsequences are full of gaps.  Since we desire to 
extract phrase templates in which certain words 
will be dropped to match the test phrase, the non-
contiguity is useful.  Experiments in optimizing k 
and  for a text classification task were detailed in 
(7), and we selected the parameters for our 
experiment based on this report.  We intended to 
use mismatch or gap kernels as described in (8) to 

measure similarity because it allows us to restrict 
the number of gaps/mismatches, but were only 
able to use the standard string kernel.   String 
kernels are a more attractive way to measure 
similarity than edit distances because in future 
experiments, we may be able to incorporate other 
linguistic features beyond the surface strings.  
Additionally, we can train the subsequence length 
penalty  using an SVM classifier, while it is 
more difficult to train the parameters of an edit 
distance. 

Because string kernels are computationally 
expensive, we employed a length ratio and word 
overlap filter to reduce the number of phrases on 
which we needed to calculate the kernel.  The 
length ratio calculated the ratio between string 
lengths of the uncovered BTEC phrase and the 
Europarl phrase, ignoring the Europarl phrase if 
the result did not meet a user-specified threshold.  
If the phrase passes this first filter, we calculate a 
word overlap, which is the percentage of words 
that overlap between the uncovered and Europarl 
phrases.  If they pass a second user-specified 
threshold, the actual string kernel is calculated. 

The fifteen Europarl phrases with the best string 
kernel scores for a particular uncovered phrase 
were saved for phrase generalization.  If we had 
more than fifteen best phrases, the rest were 
ignored.1 

The following is some sample output from this 
component of the system: 

2 penso di sì arriveremo alle 
" quote di carta " ||| ' paper quotas ' 
||| 1 0.00113208 1 0.00922882 2.718 

                                                 
1 For most phrases, we typically had two 
extremes, either there were no/few similar 
phrases or there were many more than 15 
similar phrases that had equal scores from the 
string kernel measure.  Developing a method 
to induce more difference for ranking may 
have been beneficial, or increasing the N-
best phrases. 



Score: 0.2 Phrase Index: 101 
" chi partecipa alle ||| ' who takes part 
in the ||| 1 2.10921e-07 1 1.21197e-05 
2.718 
Score: 0.2 Phrase Index: 8 
Total Acceptable: 2 

The first line is the uncovered phrase, followed by 
entries from the Europarl phrase table that were 
considered similar.  As this example 
demonstrates, many dissimilar phrases were 
counted similar.  The inclusion of stopwords such 
as alle or di in this example as well as punctuation 
seemed to result in the selection of many 
irrelevant entries.  The following is a better 
example: 

278 consiglio di prendere 
consiglio di prendere l ' iniziativa di 
||| council to take up the initiative of 
||| 1 5.2403e-06 1 1.63268e-05 2.718 
Score: 7.2 Phrase Index: 4881122 
al consiglio di prendere la sua ||| the 
council to adopt its ||| 1 8.75079e-07 1 
8.33097e-05 2.718 
Score: 5.6 Phrase Index: 2290267 

5.3 Phrase Generalization 
After obtaining a list of Italian Europarl phrases 

 that could potentially provide 
translations of uncovered BTEC data, we 
extracted generalized phrase templates that could 
be filled to generate translations for those 
uncovered phrases.  In order to accomplish this, 
we obtained aligned translations  for 
the selected Europarl phrases from the phrase 
table alignment file and generated a file 
containing each phrase followed by its alignment 
information.   For example: 

278 consiglio di prendere 
consiglio di prendere l ' iniziativa di 
||| council to take up the initiative of 
||| 1 5.2403e-06 1 1.63268e-05 2.718 
consiglio di prendere l ' iniziativa di 
||| council to take up the initiative of 
||| 0-0 1-1 2-2 2-3 3-4 4-4 5-5 6-6 
Score: 7.2 Phrase Index: 4881122 
 

Thus we have a single file which now contains the 

uncovered BTEC test phrase followed by similar 
Europarl phrases with their translations and 
alignments.  Once all of this information was 
collated into a single file, a word-level string 
alignment between the Italian Europarl phrases 
and uncovered BTEC phrase was performed.  We 
essentially calculated a word-level edit distance 
between the two Italian parts by means of 
dynamic programming.  A penalty of 0 was 
assigned to word matches and a penalty of 1 to all 
other operations. 

 The backtrace of this artificial "word alignment" 
(word-level string alignment; an example is 
shown in Figure 1) resulted in a version of the 
uncovered BTEC phrase containing gaps and a 
version of the Europarl phrase containing gaps.  
These gaps were inserted whenever a word 
needed to be inserted in order to align the two 
phrases. 
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 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
questa 1 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 
strada 2 2 2 2 3 4 5 6 

dovreb
be 

3 3 3 3 2 3 4 5 

essere 4 4 4 4 3 2 3 4 
distante 5 5 5 5 4 3 3 4 
Figure 1: The backtrace of a word-level string 
alignment.  The Europarl phrase is on the horizontal 
axis and the uncovered BTEC phrase is on the 
vertical axis. 

For example, for the alignment in Figure 1, we 
had the following backtrace with ‘_’ representing 
a gap: 

backtrace: 
_ questa strada dovrebbe essere _ distante 

di questa direttiva dovrebbe essere chiara a 



The first phrase is the uncovered BTEC phrase, 
while the second is the Europarl phrase we are 
aligning to it.  In order to create the actual phrase 
template, these two gapified phrases were 
compared and gaps were considered idempotent: 
if a gap existed in a word position in either phrase, 
or if a substitution of words was needed to create 
a match, we placed a gap in the corresponding 
word position in the phrase template.  In this 
example we had the following output for the 
Italian phrase template: 

_ questa _ dovrebbe essere _ _ 

Now that the Italian phrase template is complete, 
we use the alignment and translation information 
for the Europarl phrase to generate the 
corresponding English phrase template.  
Whenever a gap was placed in the Italian Europarl 
phrase, we replace the corresponding English 
word with a gap as well.  So using the alignment 
information from our example, which had a 
monotone alignment between the Italian and 
English Europarl phrases, we get the following 
result: 

di questa direttiva dovrebbe essere 
chiara a ||| of this directive must be 
clear to ||| 0-0 1-1 2-2 3-3 4-4 5-5 6-6 
 
Templates: 
_ questa _ dovrebbe essere _ _ 
_ this _ must be _ _ 

This gives us a complete phrase template whose 
gaps we can now fill in order to generate a phrase 
pair that can translate the uncovered BTEC 
phrase, which we derived this template from.  
Using this process, we extracted a large number of 
phrase templates from the Europarl corpus to help 
increase the BTEC phrase table’s coverage the 
development set. 

5.4 Filtering Difficult Phrases 
Unfortunately, the process of phrase 
generalization is not often as simple as we 
described in our example above.  If the word 

alignment between the Italian and English 
Europarl phrase is not monotone, it is very 
difficult to decide where to insert gaps in the 
English template.  Therefore another script was 
designed to filter out Europarl phrases with non-
monotone alignments (one foreign word aligned 
to several English words or vice versa) and keep 
only valid phrase templates2.  Many of these 
templates bear a structural resemblance to phrases 
that were covered in the original BTEC phrase 
table, so in order to prevent duplicates we filter 
out templates which could become phrases that 
were already covered.  This significantly reduced 
our extracted templates from about 71,000 to 
about 50,000 so in future experiments it would be 
preferable to simply use all templates in phrase 
generation and then filter out duplicates later in 
the process. 

5.5 Phrase Generation 
In order to generate new phrases from this final 
subset of usable phrase templates, we need to fill 
the gaps in the templates with appropriate Italian 
words so that they match uncovered BTEC 
development data.  We also need the English 
translation of those words so that we can fill in the 
corresponding English template.  We therefore 
used two lexicons: the Italian-English lexicon 
generated from the phrase model training of the 
BTEC phrase table, and another lexicon from an 
online dictionary for words not covered by the 
first lexicon. 

As each gap for the Italian phrase template was 
filled, the lexicon’s English translation of each 
word was placed in the corresponding English 
gaps.  We assumed a sequential, monotone word 
alignment between English and Italian, so an 
Italian word in a particular gap position will 
generate a translated English word in the 
corresponding gap position in the English 
template.  It was necessary to make this 

                                                 
2 This filtering was done before we generated 
templates. 



simplifying assumption, although using a more 
intelligent alignment heuristic in the future might 
be preferable.  Note that we separated the phrases 
that were generated using the lexicon extracted 
from the BTEC training data from the results that 
exclusively used the results from the online 
dictionary because the BTEC lexicon was very 
noisy.  The following is a sample of phrases 
generated using the example template extracted 
earlier in section 5.3 (it uses words from the 
extracted lexicon): 

questa strada dovrebbe essere distante 
||| this street could be far 
questa strada dovrebbe essere distante 
||| actual street should be far 
questa strada dovrebbe essere distante 
||| this street must be far 
 
The following is a different example of generating 
a new phrase from a phrase template using only 
the online dictionary lexicon: 

From lexicon: superi = it exceeds 
  seicento = six hundred 
Template: _ _ _ dollari ||| _ _ _ dollars 
superi i seicento dollari ||| it exceeds 
six hundred dollars ||| 1 1 1 1 2.178 

 
This example is representative of many of the new 
phrases our system generated: they were largely 
short phrases that used templates with a couple 
words ready, filling in all the rest from the 
lexicons.  Initial tests revealed that many of the 
phrases generated with the BTEC lexicon were 
too noisy to be used, so we did not run 
experiments using that lexicon.  However, a visual 
check of the file reveals that there are some useful 
phrases generated such as the one noted earlier 
and also: 

la colazione viene cinquanta yuan 
includendo il dieci percento ||| 
breakfast being fifty yuan including a 
ten percent 
 
Future experiments could explore the results of 
incorporating these BTEC lexicon generated 
phrases. 

After we have the uncovered BTEC phrase and its 
English translation, we can explore different ways 
of calculating probabilities for the new phrase.  
We decided to use oracle probabilities (all 1s) to 
force the decoder to select the newly generated 
phrases, but true probabilities could be calculated 
using a translation model. 

Once probabilities have been calculated for each 
of the new phrases, we append these new entries 
and their probabilities to the original BTEC 
phrase table.  Then we ran an “oracle” experiment 
by decoding the BTEC test data and evaluating 
our translation using the BLEU and PER metrics.3 

6. Experiments and Results 
We investigated the improvement in the 
translation quality of the Italian-to-English BTEC 
task through increased phrase coverage by 
adapting phrases from Europarl.  To summarize, 
there were three stages in our process for domain 
adaptation: 

• Similar Phrase Extraction 
• Phrase Generalization 
• Phrase Generation 

In our experiment, for the Similar Phrase 
Extraction phase, we arbitrarily chose a string 
kernel width of 5 (subsequences of 5 words) and a 
decay factor of 0.3 (for a more detailed 
explanation of these parameters see section 5.2).  
For our length ratio and word overlap filters, we 
set a threshold of 0.3.  This provided a good 
balance for both performance and the removal of 
irrelevant phrases.  We also arbitrarily chose to 
keep the 15 best phrases, but there has been some 
similar research (3), which described a process for 
finding an optimal number of sentences to include 
in a translation experiment, which we could apply 
to find an optimal number of best phrases to keep.  
For test phrases that had more than fifteen equally 

                                                 
3 We performed an additional step in reality: 
supervised discarding of obviously wrong 
phrases.  This improved our results significantly. 



similar phrases, we kept the fifteen that we 
encountered first.  A ranking system that results in 
more difference would have been beneficial.  
After this first phase, we extracted around 
240,000 similar phrases to the uncovered BTEC 
data. 

During the phrase generalization stage, several 
more filters were applied to remove duplicate 
templates and templates which used phrases with 
non-monotone alignments and other irrelevant 
templates.  In the end, we had generated 30,065 
valid phrase templates. 

Finally, during the phrase generation phase, we 
divided the results based on whether or not they 
made use of the noisy BTEC-trained lexicon.  We 
were able to generate about 2,000 phrases using 
the online dictionary lexicon exclusively, while 
we had about 22,000 phrases that were generated 
using the BTEC lexicon.  See Table 3 and 4 for 

statistics about the phrase generation.  We only 
experimented with the phrases that used the online 
dictionary lexicon exclusively. 

Source # 
phrases 

BTEC Phrase Table Phrases 198,181 
Uncovered BTEC 
development set 4 phrases 

15,543 

Valid templates generated 30,065 
Phrases generated with 
BTEC lexicon 

22,599 

Phrases generated with 
online dictionary lexicon 

2,008 

Filtered phrases generated 
with online dictionary 
lexicon 

1,406 

Table 3: Number of phrases/templates generated 
by different parts of our system 

 

  Phrase Table Coverage (phrases covered | %) 
Phrase 
Lengt
h 

Missing 
Phrases 

Original 
Phrase Table 

Augmented 
with BTEC 
lexicon 
generated 
phrases 

Augmented 
with online 
dictionary 
generated 
phrases 

Augmented 
with filtered 
online 
dictionary 
phrases 

1 1234 1003 | 81.28 1003 | 81.28 1096 | 88.82 1091 | 88.41 
2 3319 1378 | 41.52 1792 | 53.99 1953 | 58.84 1861 | 56.07 
3 3676 553 | 14.50 1910 | 51.96 872 | 23.72 817 | 22.23 
4 3432 146 | 4.25 1847 | 53.82 230 | 6.70 212 | 6.18 
5 3022 42 | 1.39 1597 | 52.85 58 | 1.92 54 | 1.79 
6 2590 8 | 0.31 1391 | 53.71 14 | 0.54 11 | 0.42 
7 2176 4 | 0.18 1250 | 57.44 5 | 0.23 4 | 0.18 
8 1788 0 1106 | 61.86 0 0 
9 1449 0 949 | 65.49 0 0 

10 1156 0 783 | 67.73 0 0 
Table 4: Phrase coverage information for the original phrase table and its augmented versions

These newly generated phrases were then 
assigned oracle probabilities and appended to the 
original BTEC phrase table.  Since we only found 
very minor improvements when decoding the 
BTEC task, we examined and manually discarded 
obviously wrong phrases and reran the 

experiment.  This made a more significant change 
as shown in Table 5, but such filtering should be 
done automatically in the future. 

 



Step Bleu Per 
Baseline 55.1 25.6 
Addition of newly 
generated phrases 

55.2 25.7 

Addition of filtered 
newly generated 
phrases 

55.7 25.2 

Table 5: BLEU (%) and Per for our Baseline, after 
Phrase Table Augmentation and also with filtering.  
Note that we only ran these evaluations on the 
tables augmented with phrases that were 
generated using the online dictionary. 

7. Discussion 
While we found a slight improvement in 
translation quality after applying the process 
outlined in this paper, there are several areas that 
prevented the process from making more 
significant changes.   

First, it should be noted that our approach is only 
able to generate compositional translations, where 
a phrase is the composition of individual word 
meanings.  Non-compositional phrases such as 
idiomatic expressions are not accounted for. 

Second, during the phrase extraction process, 
many phrases were considered similar simply 
because they shared stopwords (or punctuation).  
Since we selected only the fifteen-best phrases, 
the inclusion of irrelevant entries may have 
prevented the selection of more germane phrases.  
Thus ignoring stopwords could result in better 
phrase selection in the first stage.  Additionally, a 
stricter word overlap or more sophisticated 
similarity measures could reduce the number of 
extraneous phrases. 

Third, our template extraction and phrase 
generation stages required monotone word 
alignments, which significantly reduced the 
number of templates we extracted from about 
230,000 to about 70,000.  Other legitimate 
filtering tasks reduced the total to about 30,000 
valid phrase templates.  Multiple alignments have 
been found to be noisy, so their inclusion may not 
be beneficial, but including them enables us to 

cover a much larger amount of BTEC test data.   
During phrase generation in particular, we 
assumed a sequential monotone alignment as we 
filled in English template gaps in the same order 
as in the Italian template.  Using a more intelligent 
alignment heuristic to find better alignments of 
words in gaps could improve the quality of the 
phrases we generate. 

Fourth, in our experiment, we only augmented the 
BTEC phrase table with phrases that were 
generated using the online dictionary lexicon 
exclusively.  We were concerned about the noisy 
BTEC trained lexicon, but this self-imposed 
inhibition significantly reduced the number of 
newly generated phrases from about 25,000 to 
only around 2,000.  Future experiments could 
make use of a cleaned BTEC trained lexicon or 
exclusively use a much larger online dictionary 
lexicon.  Since our aim is to improve translation 
by increasing phrase coverage, leveraging the 
newly generated phrases that we ignored in our 
experiment is a clear next step. 

Finally, the process of manually discarding 
obviously wrong newly generated phrases resulted 
in more significant improvements in translation 
quality; the inclusion of incorrect out of domain 
translations is clearly detrimental.  Future 
experiments could automate this filtering process 
by for example assigning probabilities to 
generated phrases using a real translation model 
(unlike our oracle probabilities) to automatically 
assign low probabilities to invalid phrases.  Indeed 
this last step of assigning probabilities is a critical 
one to explore in future experiments.  

8. Conclusion 
We have presented a system for improving 
translation quality through increasing phrase 
coverage by domain adaptation.  We incorporate 
out of domain Europarl data by finding similar 
phrases to the ones uncovered by the BTEC 
training data and extracting general phrase 
templates from them.  These templates are then 



filled to generate new phrases and translations, 
which are included in the original system’s phrase 
table.  For the BTEC travel task, we showed a 
minor, but noticeable improvement in translation 
quality and present ideas for future work that 
should significantly increase this improvement. 
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